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1. Introduction
Two years ago the magazine Urbani Izziv featured an artic-
le, in which the authors presented a methodology for eva-
luating space for development of wind farms (WF) (Golobi~
in Maru{i~, 2001). The presented methodology was part of
a study, which the project’s investor commissioned as an
expert guideline for placing WF, but it didn’t have any visib-
le effect on decision-making procedure about the site or fol-
lowing results. Four years later opponents and advocates of
the WF project haven’t budged an inch closer to a compro-
mise, quite the opposite, they are ever more determined in
defending their bastions. Wind generators have already gai-
ned a notoriety of more »problematic« projects; apparently
and whatever the outcome, they will leave a legacy of un-
solved conflicts and offences. During this time the profes-
sional and general public had ample opportunities of get-
ting acquainted with the arguments for and against and pro-
bably had its fill. In this article we will deal with assessment
of the project and search for new arguments. Its purpose is
to warn that problematic projects are not necessarily a con-
sequence of design or technology, nor the choice of site. As
the experience with WF shows, any project can be coined
problematic, if the planning procedure and decision making
process disable legitimisation.
To clarify the issue a short review of the project’s history can
be beneficial. The idea about building WF was initiated by
Elektro Primorska in 1989 when co-financed by EU they be-
gan to measure wind potential on 13 sites throughout the
country. The results in Primorska above all, showed that the-
re is enough wind potential for use in energy production. Se-
veral sites were checked: Banj{~ice, Sinji vrh, Goli~, Nanos,
Volovja reber, Koko{ka etc. For detailed checking of various
aspects of building WF and for comprehensive assessment
of potential sites, the initiator commissioned various studies.
On Nanos and Goli~, which he saw as the most interesting
sites, they actually mustered support by local groups and in-
habitants, but didn’t pursue the issue because of objections
stated by representatives of environmentalist nature protec-
tion groups. After suggestions by the Ministry of environment
and physical planning they reoriented to Volovja Reber in
the municipality Ilirska Bistrica. The project gained massive
support in three local communities (Ilirska Bistrica, Kne`ak,
[embije). In early 2003 they began to change the so-called
spatial components of the municipal mid-term physical plan
of Ilirska Bistrica and produce the Location plan for the Wind
farm on Volovja Reber.[1] The preparation procedure for
such documents entails that spatial management subjects
prepare guidelines and opinions, which were the basis for
adoption of both documents in the municipal Council that
happened April 2004 by majority vote.
Support from the local population and municipality and
adopted Location plan encouraged the initiator to begin pre-
paration of documents needed for the building permit. A re-
port on environmental impacts was also prepared, which
proscribed diminishment measures, amongst other the
purchase of additional 147 hectares of land, where, accor-
ding to instructions and recommendations by environmen-
talists, adequate plant and animal habitats would be main-
tained. Despite the generally positive recommendation in
the Report on environmental impact, the Environmental
agency of the Republic of Slovenia (ARSO), the responsib-
le institution, refrained from issuing the environmental con-
cordance. The Ministry for environment and physical plan-
ning accepted the investor’s appeal and returned the initia-
tive to ARSO for repeated decision-making. An amended
Report on environmental impacts was produced.
2. Approaches to finding solutions
and decision-making
Contemporary society recognises two main forms of argu-
mentation and solution funding: democratic debate and
science. Both originate from ancient Greece and share a hi-
story of more or less tense relations. Physical planning ope-
rates in an area shared by both, whereby the influence of
one or the other form changed according to social circum-
stances. Thus, in modern times, science effectively enfor-
ced itself with the concept of comprehensive and rational
planning (Lyle, 1985), while plural, post-modern society
doubts the legitimacy of all traditional institutions and again
questions the role of science. In the concept of social risks
(Beck, 1992) scientific findings are becoming increasingly
necessary, but then again they are also increasingly beco-
ming an inadequate condition for decision-making. As an al-
ternative or augmentation of professional decision-making,
consultative [2] or participatory procedures are gaining in re-
cognition. In their optimal form, both are desired and effec-
tive, complement each other well and contribute to good
decisions. Unfortunately in practise they often change into
their perverted variations: either to mutually excluding tech-
nocratic or corporativistic decision-making, which also di-
sable democratic decision-making and diminish the legiti-
macy of adopted decisions.
Expert approaches should ensure expert knowledge, mea-
ning quality solutions, but also no involvement of interests,
meaning objective decisions. The interesting fact is that in
Slovenia this approach is mainly supported by environ-
mentalist groups. Environmental protection was in fact one
of the first sectors worldwide that got its impetus from bot-
tom-up and gained recognition in official policies only af-
ter substantial public support. The expert approach was at
first typical for protection of agricultural land, whereby the
best agricultural land was exempt from interest mediating
procedures, following expert criteria for determining their
quality for agricultural production. Lately calls such as »let
the experts decide« and references to »expert arguments
only« can be found in nature protection fields, manage-
ment of natural resources and environmental protection.
These attitudes are nevertheless also expressed in de-
partmental legislature, which massively rely on mecha-
nisms for issuing concordances, which are based on ex-
pert reports and administrative procedures (Ordinance on
special protected areas – Natura 2000 areas, Official bul-
letin, No. 49 and 110/2004, Ordinance on comprehensive
assessment of environmental impacts of executed plans
(in preparation, proposal 2005)). The Natura 2000 pro-
gramme when determining areas explicitly demands ob-
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on which, 36 % of Slovene territory is subject to certain
regimes that grant experts special status in decision-ma-
king procedures. The latter is probably one of the key rea-
sons that demands for expert decision-making are not
well-accepted amongst planners and other experts. The
wording and argumentation demanded by inclusive proce-
dures thus place the expert in a different, less influential
position, but also demand more open ways of decision-
making and different communication, which most experts
are not used to or don’t master.
Referring to the profession and expert criteria is convin-
cing and also effective if we believe that taking decisions
about our carriage is possible on knowledge of the reality,
as is enabled by science. Veneris (1993) coined this ap-
proach »cohesive« planning, whereby resolution of tech-
nical problems occurs within general social consensus
about values. Many problems in space are at least appa-
rently of such nature, meaning professionally completely
solvable. In such cases decisions that are more or less
based on expert knowledge prove to be completely legiti-
mate, although they actually imply transfer of decision-ma-
king to experts. However, almost any issue concerning
space can invoke different views, therefore referring to
science as the only aspect of decision-making is in princi-
ple wrong. (Maru{i~, 2002). In practise they often prove to
be unsolvable or even escalate the conflict. Since it usual-
ly manifests itself as disagreement about facts, decision-
makers are lead to obtain ever more new, more professio-
nal and more objective knowledge. A quote from the na-
tional Agency for protection of nature concerning accepta-
bility of WF is typical: »(…) we can ascertain that the re-
port in the chapter Extant condition of particular compo-
nents of the environment, is deficient. Data on types, inc-
luding qualification of types, is deficient. Reasons for such
recognition probably lies in the short and limited period of
report preparation (…) meaning that for a truly realistic as-
sessment of the development’s impact, more data has to
be obtained, not only from available resources but also
new data obtained from suitable filed research.« Such de-
mands usually delay the procedure by several months or
years, ensure contracts for professional researchers, but
don’t bring the conflict much closer to resolution. The
conflict truly isn’t a consequence of disagreement about
facts, but their interpretation, which are conditioned by dif-
ferences of involved interests (Figure 1).
Deficiencies in expert decision-making were known since
the 60s. At the time criticism of technocratic planning and in-
dividual rights, linked closely to the right for a healthy envi-
ronment, brought about the idea of planning as a participati-
ve process between the public (users), profession (planners)
and politicians (decision makers), as well as the introduction
of various forms of participative approaches. The paradigm
of participatory planning as a communication process (Ha-
bermas, 1984, 1987) contributed the strongest criticism of
the ongoing technocratic planning procedures. Proof of di-
stancing from technocratic approaches from the needs of
true users of physical plans can also be found in Slovenia.
A review of more than 30 years of systematic monitoring of
pubic opinion about issues in physical planning showed that
attitudes of the public are becoming increasingly different
from attitudes of the professions. (Kos, 2002)
Various presently enforced physical planning procedures
have more or less successfully solved issues of demo-
cracy, harmonisation and transparency. Veneris (1993) sta-
tes that cohesiveness, which would enable the technocra-
tic principle, is essentially possible even in a pluralistic so-
cial context, but it demands prior solution of social conflicts
concerning values. Thus the procedure has to include also
representatives of conflicting interests: mutual confronta-
tion and recognition of mutual problems is in fact the pre-
condition for differing starting positions to harmonise. The-
refore, in the participative approach acceptability of the so-
lution for involved parties is in the forefront, which should
also ensure quality and above all feasibility of the adopted
solution. These procedures are generally successful in is-
sues of subjectivity, dynamics and conflicts of values, ho-
wever they are subject to other risks that expert approac-
hes avoid more easily: expert weakness of the solution,
populism in argumentation and corporativism, meaning de-
cision-making on the basis of presently prevailing societal
power levers, in societies where expert arguments or pub-
lic interest are not respected. Participatory procedures are
subject to temptations of lobbying, political and economic
pressure and the use of other semi-legitimate levers for ac-
hieving goals. If the participants in such procedure cannot
(don’t) ensure representation of public interests, then the
risk of private groups not only pushing their solutions for-
ward, but also legitimising their interests as public is dire.
The method of organising quasi-public groups (societies,
civil initiatives, non-governmental organisations, companies
…) isn’t specially regulated, thus it is not obvious that the-
se groups are organised in a democratic fashion or that
they represent public interest. The risk that these partici-
pative procedures will pervert into corporativistic ones is
tied to their birth: various local groups gained public recog-
nition precisely by participation in the field of nature pro-
tection initiatives. Similar occurrences are rather common
even in exemplary democratic societies (e.g. The Nether-
lands, Voogd in Woltjer, 1999). The conclusion, that any
participation or consultative procedure can also ensure de-
cisions taken in the best public interest, is therefore not at
all obvious.
From this aspect the WF project becomes interesting, since
it allows insight into decision-making mechanisms of both
the expert and consultative approaches and at least par-
tially also evaluation of their results. In the case of WF ex-
pert arguments and the decision-making process were
used by agencies and representatives of natural protection
civil groups. On the other hand the investor constantly (at
least formally) supported an open integrative procedure.
While preparation of expert guidelines was going on, they
already started informing the public in areas of potential si-
tes. This began on Nanos, where they mustered support
from the municipality and local population, but the site pro-
ved difficult because of opposition by representatives of na-
ture protection. Similar events followed on Goli~, where the
local population and municipal structures supported the de-
velopment, but activities were stopped after opposition by
environmentalists. The whole procedure however never car-
ried the flag of model transparency. The un-involved, gene-
ral public saw the activity as exceptionally coroporativistic,
as can be discerned from numerous commentaries in daily
papers and the internet forum. To illustrate the latter, here
is one comment by an internet forum participant [3]:
Evil Dick: »Removal of Volovja Reber from Natura 2000 was
therefore a consequence of obvious pressure by the inve-
stor and municipality of Iirska Bistrica. The local mayor and
capital interests prevailed over the expert opinion and envi-
ronmentalists.«
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of acceptability of the intervention?
One of the key questions that should be answered by the
design procedure is the decision about physical acceptabi-
lity of the proposed development. The answer is sought
between the duality of arguments for and against, which is
generally vast and the problem is that they are expressed
in very different ways. We can therefore weigh them only
in a multi-criteria decision-making procedure, which in the
context of expert or consultative procedure unravels in dif-
ferent ways. In the case of expert approach we try to as-
sess and possibly financially evaluate costs and benefits
and decide on the basis of net social benefit. The other
commonly used approach in expert decision-making is
checking the development’s proposal from the aspect of
formal limitations (norms, standards, regimes). In the latter
we accept these limitations as definite, unchangeable facts
and often forget that they are a result of agreement in a
specific value context determined by historical, economic,
social and professional circumstances. With such conside-
ration and in changed conditions, we can completely legiti-
mately confront them with other starting points and check
their validity. Besides those measures that are codified in
formal documents, a whole army of other value categories
enters the decision-making procedure, which are confir-
med in expert circles or not at all (Figure 2). Most depend
on whether individuals accept them as values and what
their opinion is about spatial usage. These views differ bet-
ween individuals or groups, but they can also significantly
differ from those defined by the market or experts (Figure
3). Thus, despite use of state-of-the-art knowledge a com-
mon occurrence is that solutions, designed only on the ba-
sis of expert knowledge, are unacceptable for the public
and that perfecting of information doesn’t necessarily bring
solutions closer.
How different can evaluations of spatial quality be and thus
assessment of (potential) environmental damage caused by
the development is shown by the following opinions from
the forum:
Evil dick: (quotes the content of the petition, signed by civil
society groups and individuals against the WF on Volovja
Reber …) »The areas Volovja Reber and Vrem{~ica form a
complex of high Karst mountain ridges with exceptional na-
ture protection significance and rare landscape beauty. The-
se are areas of habitat types of European significance, pla-
ces of endangered plant types and the living space of large
predators, as well as many internationally recognised pro-
tected birds. The ridges of Volovja Reber and Vrem{~ica lie
along the migratory paths of white-headed vultures. On en-
try to EU they will become part of the international network
of Natura 2000 areas. The preserved high biotic variety will
be one of the main comparative advantages of Slovenia in
the EU. Construction of wind farms on Volovja Reber and
Vrem{~ica will be a callous and eternal act, which will cau-
se irreparable degradation and diminish their large nature
protection significance.«
Anarhist: »...I have often been to this ridge of yours, as a
soldier on Ilirska Bistrica. I have often been to Vrem{~ica
too; I am a local in fact. On this ridge there is nothing but
old grass, a stone and bush, the same applies to Vrem{~i-
ca, only there you can also see some sheep. What would a
windmill disturb there? The sheep will continue grazing and
the birds will keep flying.«
The second reason, why assessment of acceptability by us-
ing exclusively expert criteria and procedures cannot give
adequate support for decisions is lack of knowledge or in-
security: almost all hypotheses that are stated by advoca-
tes and opponents are built on shaky arguments:
• How will the wind blow: for how long annually and what
will be the WF efficiency rate,
• What will the needs for energy be and the market condi-
tions,
• How many birds will fly into the turbines and what will be
the effect on their populations,
• What disturbance will these new neighbours cause wol-
ves, bears and lynx,
• What will the image of the landscape be with WF and will
we like it,
• How many tourists will visit Volovja Reber because of WF
and what will its effect be on development in the munici-
pality of Ilirska Bistrica.
These dilemmas condition the commentary stated by a fo-
rum participant, who used a very grotesque approach, but
essentially got the point of the issue:
Zdravko Vatovec: »Why the noise in the game? 
(not the right question).
The right questions are:
What’s the dough in the game?
Who’s dough is in the game?
Who will pinch the dough?
How much dough will he finger?
Expert answers desired!«
4. Alternative solutions as 
a possibility for resolving conflicts 
For a successful and legitimate expert approach therefore
prior resolution of social conflicts is needed, which is al-
ways a lengthy, complicated and truly never fully successful
endeavour. However conflicts are very often presented as
excluding strategies, i.e. birds or Kyoto, which of course
doesn’t promise any possible solutions and is in reality
wrong presentation of the problem. Alternative approaches
for resolving conflicts Veneris terms »conflictive«, whereby
we end up on a conflicting value system and demand that
solutions are prepared accordingly. This approach proves to
be easier – the possibility that there are better solutions, is
probable, which are acceptable even in otherwise conflic-
ting value systems. The latter can be checked only after so-
lutions are created, as well as possible compensation stra-
tegies, mutually dependant criteria etc. In the case of WF,
concordance on the level of conflicting interests is almost
unimaginable. A more sensible starting point is conflictive
planning and search for solutions acceptable for all invol-
ved. In truth, none of the opposing parties offered alternati-
ves, at least not such alternatives that could be dealt with
as sensible, i.e. realistic and feasible.
The forum participants clearly recognised the lack of alter-
natives:
Lokiamater: »Environmentalist, I support you, but give us
an alternative for progress and corresponding use of elec-
trical energy...«
The starting point for alternative solutions should be the un-
derstanding of the conflict of interests, which is different at
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ternative strategies within the energy policy: what are the
alternative methods of (environmentally least conflicting)
energy production – or diminishment of consumption?
Lokiamater: »The thing is maybe more complex – green en-
ergy – yes, but for this purpose we should take a step for-
ward – close such big consumers like Talum (aluminium rol-
ling plant) that spend – you won’t believe this – as much
energy as the entire Primorska in the same amount of
time.«
Mikimous: »Ok, I hope I won’t be understood wrong, I sup-
port clean nature, but I don’t think wind farms and hydro are
clean, they endanger the ecosystem … I stated my doubts
about wind, water erodes riverbanks with different levels of
water, fish can’t spawn, artificial lakes create new living
conditions, which are not kind to all animals … Turn it this
way or that, nuclear energy is the most efficient … but wa-
ste is a problem, but if they are stored properly, I think they
are not dangerous … ^ernobil was the human factor …«
On the regional level the question is, whether alternative
sites exist, which are still suitable for obtaining energy
from the wind but less contested by conservationists. In
Slovenia, where wind conditions for profitable energy pro-
duction are marginal, there is not much space for choice:
only well-aerated areas can be considered. Proposals sta-
ted by opponents of the WF on Volovja Reber for WF
along the highways are unrealistic. On the other hand the
investor proposed several alternative sites, but even they
didn’t take them very seriously; themselves they excluded
sites with lesser wind potentials from further debate, whi-
le the site on Koko{ka, which was suggested as a com-
promise, didn’t provoke any response. Possible other si-
tes, as suggested in the study on potentials, they didn’t
even care to consider, with the argument that measure-
ments of wind are expensive and that they will insist on si-
tes, where lengthy measurements showed sufficient wind
potential. These sites, as we know by now, are all proble-
matic: Nanos, Goli~, Volovja reber.
On the local level, meaning on the site as such in the mu-
nicipality of Ilirska Bistrica, the main issue are development
perspectives of the local community. In truth, amongst all
the arguments, the only tangible ones are contracts for
land purchase and the promised rent for usage of land.
Thus the protest voiced by the local community about the
possibility that the government would prevent construction
of WF is not surprising. The solution to this conflict would
require search for alternative development possibilities for
Ilirska Bistrica. It seems that this aspect didn’t find its right-
ful place in the official debate. The forum participants ho-
wever showed much more sensitivity for recognition of this
problem:
Last: »...One of the last round tables on this topic disclo-
sed certain small background info about the whole story,
but didn’t offer a very good answer to the population
around the problematic ridge. They have the Karst ridge
and wind and want to make some money from what they
have. They will intervene with nature, so what. We all do
that every day. Not all equally and not all equally distur-
bing, so (they say) the state was invented, to order so-
mething or prohibit. In this case prohibition would dange-
rously force adequate compensations to citizens, whose
right to exploit natural resources is infringed because of
public interest …«
5. Conclusion
The often quoted debate in the forum temporarily finished
in April 2005 like this:
Qassam: »Serious damage they won’t do, but there won’t
be any economic and environmental benefits either!«
Robek: »Well finally I agree with you!!!! Br [tajerska«
Packer: »Fine, at least we all agree on one subject.«
Apparently the WF Volovja Reber isn’t half as glorious a pro-
ject, as presented by its advocates, nor is it a disaster, as
was the image presented by its opponents. The development
is nevertheless an excellent example of wrong approach in
physical placement and the lack of understanding for emer-
gent conflicts or use of (known) methods for their resolution.
Part of the responsibility probably lies with physical planners,
who don’t know how to offer tools for non-conflicting and ne-
gotiated approval to interest groups in their quest for advan-
cing their legitimate interests. They then reach for those tools
that they know and think most efficient: in our present social-
political reality they are either technocratic, referring to scien-
ce and expert arguments with refrain from public debate, or
various methods of political pressure and lobbying. The re-
sults serve nobody, especially not public interest.
Independent from formal actors in the procedure the case
of the WF triggered a wide and active public debate, which
can surely be seen as a positive phenomenon. WE our not
exaggerating in our assessment that in this case the deba-
te conducted in the most open and democratic scene, i.e.
the internet forum, proved to be much more productive and
sensible, but also identified all the main obstacles in the
procedure: limitations of expert arguments (technocratic de-
cision-making), issues of corporativist mechanisms of deci-
sion-making, questions about the necessity of the project
and the need for alternative solutions. All contributions in
such debate are not of course well-meaning and don’t be-
nefit creative efforts for problem solving; nevertheless many
do, but still didn’t experience response from the procedu-
re’s actors. Although a conclusion is forcing itself forward,
which is that it is best to leave decisions to the people (e.g.
with a referendum), it would be too quick and just as wrong
as leaving conclusions and decisions to the experts. The
main lesson learned from this example is that even poten-
tially ideal forms of decision-making are booby-trapped, as
well as that we still don’t know how to involve the public and
use its roles in achieving transparency, democracy and thus
legitimacy of established formal decision-making practices.
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Notes
[1] The procedure began according to the former law, which
proscribed a municipal location plan for the development.
According to the Law on spatial planning (ZUreP-1, Official
bulletin, 110/02) the development would demand a state lo-
cation plan.
[2] In this field we are dealing with a specific terminological ina-
dequacy, therefore at this point, a short explanatory note
about terms used is necessary. The term »consultative« is
used to describe the procedure, where the widest public and
un-organised individuals are included in the search for solu-
tions and decision-making, which are based on partnerships
and negotiation (stake-holders and actors). (Wates, 1996).
The term participatory is often used as the umbrella concept
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159for all types of integration of un-professional participants,
proving the unclear distinction between the two approaches,
which is in practise truly hard to define. At least on the theo-
retical level distinction is nevertheless important, since in
some of the goals (democratisation, public influence on de-
cision making, transparency) the approaches are markedly
different.
[3] The quoted forum organised by TV Slovenia is just one of
the many forms of spontaneous public debate that develo-
ped in all the main Slovene media (Delo, Dnevnik, Primor-
ske novice, Mladina) and numerous internet forums. The ar-
ticle presents literal quotes by their participants and states
their nicknames, by which they represented themselves.
Illustrations:
Figure 1: Because of the conflict of values, which is in the
background of all disagreement on facts, the le-
vel of conflict cannot be diminished simply by in-
troducing new expert knowledge (Obermeyer,
1998)
Figure 2: Acceptability of wind farms (WF) in various lands-
cape settings is and example of criteria, where
one cannot rely on standards, similarly expert as-
sessment is not necessarily aligned to public opi-
nion. Moreover, even opinions of different public
groups can vary significantly. Results of the sur-
vey done within the framework of the study about
spatial potentials for wind generators in Primorska
(western region in Slovenia) by Bre~evi~ et al,
2002, showed that consent about certain sites
was very high; either whether WG were a major
degradation (left), don’t significantly affect the vi-
sual quality of landscape (centre). On other sites
differences were very substantial (right). (Note:
surveyees were assessing harmony, interest, na-
turalness, homeliness and beauty of a photo-
graph, once without and then with the WF).
Figure 3: Assessment of suitability of independent energy
sources for Slovenia is only one of the examples
of differences in attitudes between the professio-
nal and lay publics (source: Bre~evi~ et al., 2001).
For sources and literature turn to page 49.
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